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Groups I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X lack unity of invention because even though the inventions of these groups require the technical feature of a computer-implemented method for determining relationships between individuals based on characteristics, this technical feature is not a special technical feature as it does not make a contribution over the prior art. Specifically, US 2009/014421 I A 1 (O'SULLIVAN et al) (04 June 2009) teaches a computer implemented method for determining relationships between individuals based on characteristics (dynamically represent a group's (or individual's) online and/or offline activities and behaviors. The group selects the adaptive media object to represent their persona digitally. The group may indicate which activities, actions, and/or behaviors are to be used to adapt the persona, and may further specify at least one mapping of a selected activity, action, and/or behavior to a change in the configuration of the adaptive media object, abstract).
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